stainless steel spas

custom spas
swimspas
classic collection
designer deck spas
®

Outlast and outshine
any other spa

As the spa industry leader in
stainless steel design, Bradford Spas
introduces a resort-style amenity
to your home that will exceed
your expectations. By combining
pristine stainless steel with your
choice of colorful tile, our stainless
steel spas will infuse your outdoor
environment with brilliant shine
and vibrant color. Our expertise in
engineering, design, and structural
fabrication provide you with limitless
options that harmonize the spa’s
concept with your property’s design
to meet your architectural and
relaxation goals.
Durable stainless steel construction
of each Bradford spa gives you
time-tested reliability that stands up
to the toughest outdoor elements,
so you can relax and enjoy your
spa knowing that it will endure the
rigors of everyday use and look its
best for years to come. And your
Bradford spa is 100% recyclable
after its long life, making it an
environmentally responsible choice.

Front: Fully tiled custom pool and spa
Previous: Custom spa with stainless steel finish
Top Right: Classic Collection - Carolina
Right: Classic Collection - Hanover

25-Year Warranty
Built for strength and reliability,
Bradford stainless steel spas give
you the quality and durability your
outdoor space deser ves. Backed
by our 25-year warranty, you can
expect your stainless steel spa to
last a lifetime.
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Custom Spas
Bradford’s experience in aquatic
design opens the doors to limitless
possibilities for your custom spa.
Create your own size and shape,
customize your specific hydrotherapy
jet positions, and choose your
particular tile color and texture to
create a truly unique spa. Further
personalize the spa with water
features, LED/fiber optic lighting,
waterfalls, infinity edges, and specialty
seating. With so many options to
choose from, the design and style of
a custom Bradford spa is only limited
by your imagination.
Bradford’s experienced designers
understand that each custom spa
project is an extension of the
individual style and architecture of
the home. We work directly with
designers, architects, landscape
architects, and homeowners to
ensure that your vision becomes a
striking and functional reality.

Previous: Spa with customized bench seating
Top Right: Custom spa with artistic tile
Right: Spa with water features and tile trim

Infinite Possibilities
Your home’s unique relaxation space
deserves more than something that
comes off a shelf. Let us create your
spa with any one of a number of
features including infinity edges,
waterfalls, acrylic viewing windows,
or custom tile.
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SwimSpas

®

Bradford has taken the very best
we have to offer in pools and spas
and combined them to give you an
exercise machine that’s fun, reliable,
and relaxing. Bradford SwimSpas®
allow you to have a challenging
exercise experience and a relaxing
spa all in one space-saving location.
Swimming is one of the best ways to
keep a healthy mind and body and
alleviate the stresses of everyday life.
Bradford stainless steel SwimSpas®
provide you with a convenient way
to stay commitment to wellness,
giving you years of enjoyable aquatic
exercise. Unlike other systems that
rely on air to create ﬂow, our system
is 100% hydro-powered. Bradford
guarantees a SwimSpa® that you can
depend on to deliver wellness you
can expect for a lifetime.

Previous: Penthouse suite SwimSpa®
Top Right: SwimSpa® with automatic cover
Right: SwimSpa® with a Power Shower

Personalized
to Perfection
Bradford gives you the opportunity
to configure your SwimSpa® for your
particular space with custom sizes,
finishes, seating preferences, and jet
positions. We want you to have the
perfect combination of features that
fit your personal style.
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Classic Collection
Bradford’s Classic Collection offers
you a timeless spa engineered for
permanent in-ground and above
ground applications. To enhance the
quiet, serene experience of relaxing
in a Bradford spa, the equipment
platform is positioned apart from
the unit, unlike typical spa units.
We also provide you a convenient
frame-mounted equipment option
for environments with limited space.
Choose from eight shapes and sizes to
fit your particular seating preference,
style, and setting.
Topsail

84" x 84"
4–6 adults
16 jets
375 gallons

Hatteras

Newport

Hanover

Carolina

83" x 83"
4–6 adults
16 jets
313 gallons

80" x 80"
4–6 adults
8 or 16 jets
323 gallons

87" x 87"
6 adults
8 or 16 jets
364 gallons

80" x 80"
4–6 adults
8 or 16 jets
331 gallons

Wilmington

Southport

87" x 87"
6–8 adults
8 or 16 jets
425 gallons

84" x 66.5"
2–4 adults
14 jets
330 gallons

Hampton

99" x 87"
8 adults
16 jets
462 gallons

Designer Deck Spas
If the ideal location for a relaxing spa
is on your deck, then our Designer
Deck Spas are the perfect solution.
Created as all-in-one units, the Kinston
and Charleston are designed for deck
installation, with convenient access
to the frame-mounted equipment
behind the custom skirt panels.
Charleston

93"x 93"
2–4 adults
8 jets
431 gallons

Kinston

93"x 93"
2–4 adults
8 jets
431 gallons
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Striking Finishes
Our spas raise the industry bar
further by offering you three types
of distinct finishes, including full
tile, all stainless steel, or a unique
combination of both called tile trim.
With Bradford’s tile trim option, the
floor, seats, step treads, waterline,
and top lip are finished in your tile
choice. The walls and step risers are
then finished in non-directionally
buffed stainless steel creating a sleek,
vibrant look.

Previous: Classic Collection - Carolina
Right: SwimSpa® with ceramic tile trim

All Stainless

Tile Trim

Full Tile

Choose your distinct
color and style
Showcasing your unique style is
easy with Bradford’s wide selection
of exquisite stone, reflective glass,
ceramic tile, waterline combinations,
and customized tile. Choose a finish
style that gives your outdoor space a
sensational distinction.
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Your Equipment
Matching the superior quality and
reliability of the vessel itself, our spas
are designed with the highest quality
equipment systems, components, and
hydrotherapy jets. Bradford engineers
commercial grade equipment and
systems to suit the individual spa’s
requirements.

Previous: Classic Collection - Hanover
Right: Custom spa with automatic cover

Ease of Installation
Our spas are designed to ensure
ease of installation. The spas are
assembled on the self-supporting
stainless steel frame with two options
for your equipment system: frame
mounted to the spa or contained
on a remote equipment platform
connecting to the spa nearby.
Whatever your particular size, shape,
and configuration might be, we will
provide a system that best suits your
particular spa and its environment.
Right: Classic Collection - Hanover

Remote Equipment Platform

Frame-Mounted Equipment
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High-Performance
Relaxation
Our spas are equipped with highperformance commercial grade
hydrotherapy components. Bradford
provides soothing, therapeutic jet
settings to help you unwind and
alleviate aches and pains.
Previous: Classic Collection - Hanover

Access Any Time,
From Anywhere
Controlling and scheduling the
operation of your spa has never
been so easy. From standard spaside controls to sophisticated home
automation, we configure your spa to
fit your specific needs and integration
system. Whether you prefer a
standard control panel or want
to access your spa remotely from
wherever you might be, we offer you
easy and convenient options.

Your System
We are committed to making
your spa enjoyable, relaxing, and
most importantly—reliable. Our
spas are equipped for quiet and
efficient operation. Engineered to
provide optimum performance, your
Bradford spa system is built to last
for years to come.
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Our Tradition
Bradford Spas introduced the first stainless steel residential spa in 1982.
Since then, our parent company, Bradford Products, has become the leader
in design and fabrication of pools, spas, therapy pools, SwimSpas®, day spa
thermal rooms, water features, and other custom specialty features. As the
premier manufacturer and trusted experts in stainless steel fabrication,
our world-class products are featured in facilities and homes throughout
the United States and internationally.

www.bradfordspas.com

U.S. Ph: +1 800 438 1669

International Ph: +1 910 791 2202

710 Sunnyvale Drive Wilmington, NC 28412 U.S.A.
info@bradfordproducts.com

Connect with us on
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Custom spa with acrylic viewing window

